Enhancing and enriching the education of North Allegheny Students
Dear Friends,

Thank you for being a part of the important work to enrich and enhance the educational experiences of all North Allegheny students. Because of you, we have continued expanding grants for NA Teachers and schools while supporting our students who are facing financial hardships and homelessness.

2018 brought another great year as the NA Foundation celebrated 30 years of creating opportunities for students to explore, learn and grow in ways that would not otherwise have been possible. The Fund a Project crowdfunding platform directed over $17,000 of funding directly to programs and ideas of our teachers and students.

The Angel Fund that you so strongly support, distributed over $6,500 to students needing assistance with lunch balances, school supplies, field trips, clothing, and other basic necessities. I’m excited to share that the NASH Helping Pantry is opening soon for students to access the supplies and support they need throughout the school day.

The NA Foundation continues to build strong partnerships with community and business leaders. We are proud to do this work in a District that receives accolades on the quality of education, diversity of programs and staff engagement in the mission to prepare all students for success in a changing world.

Warmly,

Abigayle M. Tobia, MNM, CFRE
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The mission of North Allegheny Foundation is to enhance and enrich the educational experience of North Allegheny students, create vital connections with the wider community in supporting North Allegheny schools, and provide scholarship monies to graduating seniors.

Who We Are and What We Do

North Allegheny Foundation (NAF) is a broad-based community organization founded in 1989. The Foundation is governed by a 23-member Board of Trustees representing a diverse group of community and business leaders who are dedicated to supporting excellence in education. In 30 years, NAF has distributed over $500,000 in grants to NA Schools and thousands more in scholarships to outstanding graduating seniors.

North Allegheny Foundation pursues its mission and strategic goals through three primary activities:
- Grant Making: Distributes funds to North Allegheny teachers, schools, and the District in support of the District’s six strategic goals.
- Connecting: Builds relationships with community members, parents, alumni, and business leaders in support of the Foundation’s mission.
- Scholarships: Provides scholarships to exceptional students graduating from North Allegheny High School. The Foundation also facilitates scholarships through donor-restricted scholarships and community partnerships.

Impact of the Foundation

$114,431 for North Allegheny students

$70K
$70,500 in grants to NA Schools and Teachers

$24K
$23,977 in scholarships for NA Seniors

$17K
$17,285 of donations through Fund-a-Project

$3K
$2,669 of Angel Funds for students in need
Grants

NA Foundation supports all 12 schools through grants to teachers and innovative programs. During the 2018-2019 school year, $70,500 was given directly to schools for a variety of innovative programming, building improvements, and overall student support.

Bradford Woods Elementary School
- $1,200 - Ukulele Club
- $700 - Traveling Art Gallery

Franklin Elementary School
- $1,000 - Sensory Materials
- $700 - Traveling Art Gallery

Hosack Elementary School
- $300 - Library Books
- $700 - Traveling Art Gallery

Ingomar Elementary School
- $940 - Student Standing Desks
- $700 - Traveling Art Gallery
- $500 - Small Group Instruction Area

McKnight Elementary School
- $1,250 - Traveling Art Gallery

Marshall Elementary School
- $1,250 - Traveling Art Gallery
- $3,000 - Health & PE Biking Program
- $1,500 - Digital Teacher Breakout
- $1,500 - Community Based Skills

Peebles Elementary School
- $700 - Traveling Art Gallery
- $1,300 Tower Garden
- $1,175 - Standing Instruction Areas

Carson Middle School
- $500 - Life Skills Coffee Cart
- $4,100 - Activity Bus
- $16,765 - CNC Router

Ingomar Middle School
- $1,500 - Project LIT
- $2,300 - Life Skills Community Program

Marshall Middle School
- $1,405 - Project LIT
- $2,300 - Life Skills Community Program

North Allegheny Intermediate High School
- $750 - School Mural
- $1,000 - Tiger Library
- $1,000 - Tiger Den Store Cart
- $3,500 - Smile While Biking Adaptive Bikes

North Allegheny Senior High School
- $600 - Tiger Den Store
- $600 - Family & Consumer Science Grill Plates
- $10,000 - Marching Band instruments

All Schools
- $1,500 - Family and Disability Diversity projects
- $2,392 - Trick or Trot Health & PE Grants
- $1,500 - Innovation Technology Study

Students at Peebles Elementary trim and sort lettuce grown from the Garden Tower to be used in veggie wraps during lunch.

Biking is now available to students during their Physical Education classes at Marshall Elementary. Thanks to a generous grant from the NA Foundation, many students were able to learn how to ride bikes through the assistance of their teachers.

The annual Trick or Trot race raised $17,446 in 2018.

The Marching Band proudly represents NA at over 50 events each year. New instruments and equipment were made possible through a grant from the NA Foundation!
Angel Funds

For some students, lunch is the most important meal. Even with state support of the Free and Reduced lunch program, many families are caught in paperwork delays before their children are approved for reduced-price lunch. North Allegheny Alumni and Donors paid the lunch balances for students in need because no parent should have to worry about affording school lunch. Angel funds were used to pay off $4,345 in past due lunch balances, plus $2,323 was used to provide clothing, testing fees, and field trips for students facing financial hardships.

Scholarships

Scholarship Recipients
McCandless Industrial Development Authority Scholarships
JP Lessa, Sarah Henderson

NA Foundation Extra Effort Scholarship
Liam Donley

NA Foundation Scholarship for Excellence in Service
Nina Ruffolo

NA Foundation Scholarship for Excellence in Arts
William Wang

NA Foundation Scholarship for Excellence in Leadership
Jordan Avigad

Kyle Chase Johnson Memorial Scholarship
Joseph Colella

James R. Wall Humanitarian Scholarship
Kristen Chomos

NA Foundation Scholarship for Excellence in Academics
Christopher Lee

Frank J. Farina Award for Musical Excellence
Roshie Xing

Joseph Wissinger Memorial Biology/Science Scholarship
Jean You

Peter Wei Cai Academic Memorial Scholarship
Anatole Borisov

Peter Wei Cai Swimming and Diving Memorial Scholarship
Jerry Chen

Christine Loveerti Memorial Scholarship
Enoch Hsiao

Coach Charles Sabatos Scholarship
Alley Meehan, Luke Turkovich

Robert & Margaret Miller Scholarship
Kristin Chomos

Sally Duffett Memorial Scholarships
Angie Genter, Ethan James

NA / Westminster Scholarship
Callie Beck

Charles Sabatos Scholarship
Marilyn and Charles Sabatos

Excellence in Academics Scholarship
John Rumisek ’68
Irina Schwendeman

Excellence in Arts Scholarship
Irina Schwendeman

Excellence in Leadership Scholarship
Yie-‘Hsin Hung ’80

Extra Effort Scholarship
HES Cares Fund

James R. Wall Humanitarian Scholarship
Jacklyn & Joseph Beresford
Beth Block ’04
Sandra Crapis
Kathleen Cross Holland ’80
Barbara & George Deaugustino
Traci DeGarmo
Mark Demkkee
Lauren ’04 & Christopher Donato
Judith Dulemba
Sarah & Ryan Fitzmaurice
Kelsey & John Gwalney ’12
Barbara & John Haller ’63
Lee Hedderman
Morgan Howard ’03

Catherine & Richard Jones
Caroline Kerestes
Scott Kolar
Cynthia Lang ’63
Rianna & Garrett Liebguth ’04
Sherron & Patrick Lynch
Suzanne Malecky
Thomas Manga
Kristen Beth Manson Ferruchie
Rose Mantella
Carissa Schott
Samantha Smyers
Donna & Terry Speer
Carolyn & Kenneth Steele
Chelsea Szczepanski
Micah Ziemsik

Joseph Wissinger Scholarship
Eric Holm ’79
Georgia Vlahakis Holm

Kyle Chase Johnson Scholarship
Kathleen & Steven Guttmann
David Matesic
Jeannine & James Patton
Rudy Planavsky
Cynthia Prucnal
Cindy & David Whiting

Laura Sosovicka Memorial Scholarship
Kim Aggazio
Barb & Jay Alexander
Stacey Annis
Marlene Becker
Mary Carr
Colleen Carroll
John Charletta
Morgan Choe
AnnMarie Degnan
The Dohallow Family
Kathy Floraus
Bonnie Genter ’83
Christine Giovannitti
Susan Gralewski
Christen Herndon
HES Cares Fund
Lori Hoffman
Georgia James
Anissa Johnson
Pam Kaib ’81
Alison & Hilal Kanaan
Susan Kreider
Karen McMahon
Memorial Park Presbyterian Church
Catherine & Chris Moretti
Natalie Moretti
Karen Perro
Kristen Powell
Kelly Renninger
Christine Ricci
Jennifer Scutella
Connie Sheets
Robert Standish
The Steele Family
Debora Sando
Georgiana & Richard Thomas
Jodi Tuttle
Unified Boosters Organization
The Watkins Family
Karen Weidinger
Jenny Wolf
Lisa Zacccon
John Zurisko

MCC Industrial Development Scholarships
McCandless Industrial Development Authority

North Allegheny / Westminster College Scholarship
Dave Robbins ’78

Peter Wei Cai Swimming and Diving Scholarship
Quan Cai & Ming Ding
Stephen Hilty ’06
Monika Knoblock Homa & Fred Homa
William Jenkins
Carole & Mark Shepard
NA Swim Team
Thermo Scientific Matching Funds

Sally Duffett Scholarship
Lois & Robert Bogel ’73
Danielle Harvey
Ruth Kirby
Theresa & David Lloyd
Pat & Karen Mcremott
Michelle Phillips
Nancy & William Roderick
Cheryl & Thomas Safa
Teresa & William Shore
Rosalind & Scott Thornton
Lynne Warth

Soorya Scholarship
Viji & Raghu Avali

 Helpful Assistant.
Sources of Support

$250,342

Ways to Support

Educational Improvement Tax Credit

The Pennsylvania Educational Improvement Tax Credit (EITC) offers businesses the chance to support North Allegheny Foundation and receive a tax credit up to 90% of its contribution. These funds are essential in providing opportunities for students to explore science, technology, engineering, and mathematics through hands-on learning. For more information on the EITC program, contact the Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED); the Educational Improvement Tax Credit Program Center for Business Financing- Tax Credit Division at (717) 787-7120 or ra-eitc@pa.gov.

United Way

If your employer participates in a workplace giving campaign through the United Way, you can use the Contributor’s Choice option to direct your gift to North Allegheny Foundation using Contributor’s Choice code 3567.

Annual Fund Contributors

$5,000 or more
Austism Speaks
Julie & Jon Henderson
Marcia Caliendo & Paul Heckman

$1,001 - $4,999
Karen & Stewart Fancher
Ann & Eric Helgerman
Stephanie & Michael Meyer
Allyson & Gabe Minton
Annmarie & Michael Lyons
Marshall Elementary PFA
Walt & Meig Nalducci
Nikki & Mark Nordenberg ’66
Ashley Porreca
Lori ’86 & Fred Roberts
Carole & Mark Shepard
Abigail & Adam Zeman
Beth & Jeremy Zeman

$500 - $1,000
Yling Cheng & Gregg Behr ’91
Aron & David Christopher
Greeta Cohen
Lori Davidson
Eaton Corporation
Denis Kotchanka
Scott Mangene
Paula & Paul Palmer
Jen & Bob Scherrer
Robert Standish
Megan Woterspoon & Schien Hou

$251 - $500
Alice Beckett-Rumberger
Amy Belden
Sylvana & Kenyon Bonner
Linda ‘70 & Thomas Boyle ‘71
Tom Bowman ‘73
James Bradley
Roberto Ceccarelli

Gregory Costanzo
Sam & Anthony Ditka ’88
Anne & Chris Dudro
Irene Early
Carol & Grady Gaspar
Col. Kenneth Hillman USMC (Ret.) ’66
Sam & Mark Jablonski
William Kearsns ’70
Dana LoChiatto
Patty & Rick McClure
Michele & Dan McSorley
Patricia Murray Griffiths ’74
Gayle & Lawrence Musser ’72
James & Debra Pingpang
Janet Potter
Cynthia & Robert Potter Jr. ’74
Thomas Quinlan
Cynthia & Jerry Richey ’74
Nancy Rinehart
Laurel & Luke Schreiber ’89
Emily Skopov

$100 - $250
Anet & Robert Smurphat
Amy Soergel ’03
Simkovich Chiropractic Inc
Julie & Michael Tarle
Megan ‘99 & Eric Voll
Harry Williams
Darlene & John Wisniewski

$100 - $1,000

Yling Cheng & Gregg Behr ’91
Aron & David Christopher
Greeta Cohen
Lori Davidson
Eaton Corporation
Denis Kotchanka
Scott Mangene
Paula & Paul Palmer
Jen & Bob Scherrer
Robert Standish
Megan Woterspoon & Schien Hou

Sam & Anthony Ditka ’88
Anne & Chris Dudro
Irene Early
Carol & Grady Gaspar
Col. Kenneth Hillman USMC (Ret.) ’66
Sam & Mark Jablonski
William Kearsns ’70
Dana LoChiatto
Patty & Rick McClure
Michele & Dan McSorley
Patricia Murray Griffiths ’74
Gayle & Lawrence Musser ’72
James & Debra Pingpang
Janet Potter
Cynthia & Robert Potter Jr. ’74
Thomas Quinlan
Cynthia & Jerry Richey ’74
Nancy Rinehart
Laurel & Luke Schreiber ’89
Emily Skopov

Anet & Robert Smurphat
Amy Soergel ’03
Simkovich Chiropractic Inc
Julie & Michael Tarle
Megan ‘99 & Eric Voll
Harry Williams
Darlene & John Wisniewski

Expenses

*Annual Report Expense

Special Events & Fundraising $43,918
Grants $87,745
Taste of NYA $15,526
Alumni Gala $11,300
Golf Classic $40,433
Tee-off Tournament $17,440
Investment $18,906
Restricted Scholarships $67,077
Annual Fund & UW $45,645
Honor Sponsors $300
Partnerships $1,000
Other $1,205
Angels Fund $2,600

$26,646

Administration $66,086
Alumni Programs $2,757

$5,000 or more
Austism Speaks
Julie & Jon Henderson
Marcia Caliendo & Paul Heckman

$1,001 - $4,999
Karen & Stewart Fancher
Ann & Eric Helgerman
Stephanie & Michael Meyer
Allyson & Gabe Minton
Annmarie & Michael Lyons
Marshall Elementary PFA
Walt & Meig Nalducci
Nikki & Mark Nordenberg ’66
Ashley Porreca
Lori ’86 & Fred Roberts
Carole & Mark Shepard
Abigail & Adam Zeman
Beth & Jeremy Zeman

$500 - $1,000
Yling Cheng & Gregg Behr ’91
Aron & David Christopher
Greeta Cohen
Lori Davidson
Eaton Corporation
Denis Kotchanka
Scott Mangene
Paula & Paul Palmer
Jen & Bob Scherrer
Robert Standish
Megan Woterspoon & Schien Hou

$251 - $500
Alice Beckett-Rumberger
Amy Belden
Sylvana & Kenyon Bonner
Linda ‘70 & Thomas Boyle ‘71
Tom Bowman ‘73
James Bradley
Roberto Ceccarelli

Gregory Costanzo
Sam & Anthony Ditka ’88
Anne & Chris Dudro
Irene Early
Carol & Grady Gaspar
Col. Kenneth Hillman USMC (Ret.) ’66
Sam & Mark Jablonski
William Kearsns ’70
Dana LoChiatto
Patty & Rick McClure
Michele & Dan McSorley
Patricia Murray Griffiths ’74
Gayle & Lawrence Musser ’72
James & Debra Pingpang
Janet Potter
Cynthia & Robert Potter Jr. ’74
Thomas Quinlan
Cynthia & Jerry Richey ’74
Nancy Rinehart
Laurel & Luke Schreiber ’89
Emily Skopov

Anet & Robert Smurphat
Amy Soergel ’03
Simkovich Chiropractic Inc
Julie & Michael Tarle
Megan ‘99 & Eric Voll
Harry Williams
Darlene & John Wisniewski

$100 - $250
Michael Abriatis
James Agamaite & Gabriella Dera
Tony & Gabriella Agamaite
Gheyssika Agambila
Bo Ai
Gina Anetakis
Kristina & Jason Archuleta
Nancy Atwell ’73
Jeffrey Balzera
Jeffrey Barksdale ’68
Kirk Bish
Leigh Booker ’75
Annual Fund Contributors (continued)

Connie & Wayne Brinda ’68
Jamie Bishop & Mike Feeney
Bradford Woods Elementary
PFA
Deborah Carioto
Carson Middle School Staff
Marylo Caruso
Amy Chellel
Amit Chopra
Ben Coffman
Joel Davidson ’77
Cindi DiMatteo
Naomi Driver
Alicia Eastwood
Connie & Edward Engler
Polly Ferringer ’77
Marcie & Ron Filaggi
Lisa & George Gabriel ’08
Melissa & Henry Galaska ’81
Douglas George ’67
Kristine Guttendorf
Emma Hackworth
Todd Harbaugh ’91
Nagarjan Hariharan
Jesse Harvey ’84
Robert Hillman ’70
Susie Holmes
Jing Hu
Signe Iseman Smale ’62
Ben Jo
> Marian & Robert Kaiser
> Thomas Kamarck & Flordeliza
> Villanueva
Sunjaya Karki
Chase Karsman
Susan & Richard Kim ’97
Molly & Robert Klach
Amy Kline ’98
Kerston & George Kress
Patsy Kugler
Karen Laughrey ’90
Janet & Paul Long
Yimin Lu
Bernard MacDonagh & Lorraine Bittner
Donna & Howard Mackay
Cecelia Maenza
Jeff Mazur ’95
Cara McCandless
Linda & Kevin McGrath
Patty & James Meinert ’76
Maritza Mercader-Hughes
Leanne Mihelic
Sidrah Mohyuddin
Amy Mrazik
Ellyn & Thomas Mueller
Ahmed Munazz
Randy Oates ’77
Carleen & Douglas Papa
Jennifer Petschke
Erin & Paul Phrampus
Mark Pizov
Larry Richert ’76
Wendy Roehrich Hall
Salzman Family
Hakeem Sam
Honore Satcho
Heather Schwartzbauer
Irina Schwendeman
David Seifert ’67
Alicia & Jeff Sewald ’79
Joanna Shanoski
Jennifer Anke & Alan Shuckrow ’87
Laurie & Jeff Spengler
Vsravankumar Sriramula
Matthew Steenson
Jafri Syed & Aliza Zaidi
Christopher Taylor ’80
Wendy Roehrich Hall
Jiping Shao
Robert Utberg ’82
Utberg Family Dentistry
Li-Qin Weng & Wei-Hui Guo
Joy Zemet
Xiu Fang Zheng & Heng B Li
Joy Zick

Up to $99
Stacie Agnesi
Carolyn Alesandrin
Rammohan Amara
Jeff Andrichak
Kristina Azar
Kim Baierl
Lisa Bakowski
Jayaram Girish Bangalore &
Una Chandrasekaraiah
Carol Barton ’89
Stephanie Smith ’06
Robert Bell ’65
Annerose Berndt
Candace Berube
Cara Boyer
Lori Brown
Tiffany Byrne
Jerome ’83 & Pamela ’82
Cawley
Jennifer Celebrezz
Archana & Shrinivas Chauk
Xiukai Chen
Linda ’81 & Andy Chomos
Rebecca Connors – Adams ’00
Stephanie Conrad
Mary & Harold Cook
Anita & Carl Cooper
Casey Crawford
Nancy Creasy
Brian Czapor
George Danko
Joel Davidson
Sally Drake Sanino ’82
Jessie Dull
Barbara Eichelberger
Melissa Eisenreich
Carol Esch ’80
Elizabeth Ferguson
Flour Corporation
Carol ’77 & John Fogle
Joan Foran
Andrew S. & Terri L. Fraley
Charitable Fund
Nancy & Kenneth Fraser
Karen Gajer ’57
Erin Gaus
Matthew Gill
Anissa Goehring
Eleanor Gorski
Amy Gross
Eleanor Hallon
Tammy Har
Hannah Heliger
Amy Herne
Marilynn Hetzel ’60
Dianna Hollo
MC & Kermit Houser ’89
Diane & Dave Hunker
Jessica Hudec ’95
Cathy Jacobs ’85
Marcie Johnson ’08
Tracey Jones
Ann Jones
Kotilingamakakuma
Baljit Kaur
Sara Kozelnik
John Kreider
Adrien & Jason Larue
Phyllis ’60 & Edward Lauch
Jennifer & David Lee
Haozheng Li & Jun Yu
Tracey Lintelman ’81
Barbara Loch
Deborah Lund
Kevin Lynn ’91
Joseph Lyons
Ray Maas ’79
Nicole Martinec
Dia McVay
Maria Mercado
Judith Mermigas
Tracie Michalowski
Michael Mikus
Deborah Morris
Roxanne Nitti
Tammy & John Olson
Judith & Norman Owsley ’59
Joseph Pajak
Rick Pavlicic ’86
Carol & Robert Petrichevich ’85
Jennifer Pfeiffer
Todd & Ann Phillip
Jennifer Pidhirny
Rishish Polavarapu
Debra Ponsonby-Pikoulas
Brittany Powell
Rita Ranallo
Madushani Ranatunga ’08
Kathleen Rapp
Michele Rice
Meghan Ries
Debra Robles
Lori Rodgers
Lori Root ’82
Ellen Saksen
Sreyos Sam
Doug Saunders
Stacey Schappert
Edward Schmidt
Kathryn Schroeder
Joseph Sciuolo
Valerie Scolieri
Victoria Setino
Andrew Shaw
Laura & Michael Shema
Steven Snodgrass
Luke Steenson
Mina Stephanou Dusuroski
Tara Steenson
Cara Stirling
Jianjie Sun
Margaret Swierczek
Michele Tallarico ’81
John Tate
Tiffany Thirkell
Staci Titus
Denise Traubert
Gail Trautmann
Paul Tremer ’84
Kevin & Marcia Turkovich
Mary Van Develde
Brian Vardzel
Kelly Volk ’00
Nicole & Adam Voll
Jean Wagner ’73
Ashley Waitt
Rachel Ward
Eileen Wickett
Mike Wickett
Kelly Williams
Brittany Wilson
Della Wisniewski
Angela Woods
Jane & Brian Wright ’86
Mary & James Wright
Rasha Yassin
Mandy Yokim
Ghena & Zoya Yurk
Nick Zurchin

In Honor & Memorial
Naomi Driver in honor of Mary Ellen Silla
Carol Esch in honor of Charles Sabatos
A. Guttendorf in honor of Anne Funk
J. Guttendorf in honor of Jason Koziatek
The Hudec Family in honor of Holly Keefer
Michele Rice in honor of Kathleen. Day
Alice Beckett-Rumberger in honor of Amanda Mathieson
Signe Iseman Smale ’62 in memory of Bob Testa
Luke Steenson in Honor of Lynne Early

Education Improvement Tax Credit Donors
NexTier Bank
Pjick/Trumbell Corporation
UPMC Health Plan
Annual Fund Contributors (continued)

Matching Gift Employers
BNY Mellon
EQT Corporation
Hallmark
Thermo Scientific
Williams Companies

Sponsors

Annual Sponsors
PNC Bank (Title)
Maiello Brungo & Maiello (Title)
UPMC Health Plan (Platinum)

Trick or Trot 2018 5K/1 Mile
Pittsburgh Cultural Trust
Children’s Theater
PNC Bank
LaRoche College
SSB Bank

A Taste of NA
Massaro Construction
PNC Bank
Sippel Enterprises, L.P.
UPMC Health Plan

A Taste of NA Supporting Vendors
Soergel Orchards
Therafusion
UPMC Health Plan

Distinguished Alumni Gala Supporters
Tom Bowman
Stephanie & Michael Meyer
Paul Palmer
Prime State Theater
Carole & Mark Shepard
NA Federation of Teachers
Prime State Theater

Arsenal Hard Cider
Bakn
Blaze (North)
Bonefish Grill
The Brew House
California Pizza Kitchen
Christian W. Klay Winery
Country Hammer Moonshine
D&O Wine Cellars
Franklin Inn Mexican
Restaurant
Gigi’s Cupcakes
Greater’s Ice Cream
Jalsa by Veda
One Hot Cookie
Ridge Runner Distillery
Salonika Imports
Shannopin Country Club
Shubrew
Soergel Orchards
Turo Chiropractic
Ustianochka Vodka

North Allegheny Foundation Golf Classic
Maiello Brungo & Maiello (Title)
PNC Bank (Title)
UPMC Health Plan
PiperJaffray
Henderson Brothers
Mariner Oil & Gas
Eldercare
Metz Culinary Management
NexTier Bank
Babst Calland Clements & Zomnir
Dinsmore & Shohl
Blue Bird Bus Sales
Massaro Construction
Management
Maher Duessel
VEBH Architects